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A PROPOSAL FOR A SYSTEMS APPROACH T0 THE OPTIMISATION

OF THE LOH BEAM LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

G. Helmers, K. Rumar and U. Ytterbom

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, 5-58] 01 Linkoping, Sweden.

Summary:

A proposal for a computer model is outlined. The purpose of the

model is to create a general method for evaluation of different

measures to improve visibility in the low beam driving

situation.

A main part of the proposed model is a valid representation of

the geometrical variation of events on the road network. The

total variation can be analysed as the sum of different sources

of variation. The variation in each source can be quantified in

relation to that of other sources. This is a necessary

condition for the choice of the most effective measures for

improvements of the visual conditions on the road. One of

several possible measures is an improved beam pattern.

Un projet d'une approche de systéme å l'optimisation

de la distribution du feu de croisement

Resumé:

Un projet d'un modéle de calculateur a, été ébauché.

L'intention du modéle est la création d'une méthode générale

pour évaluer les mesures différentes des améliorations de

visibilité dans la situation de conduire en feu de croisement.

Le point central du modéle proposé est une représentation

valide de la variation géometrique des événements sur le réseau

routier. La variation totale peut étre analysée comme le total

des diverses sources de variation. La variation de chaque

source peut étre quantifiée en rapport avec cela d'autres

sources. Cela est une condition nécessaire pour le choix des

mesures les pus efficaces d'improver les conditions visuelles

sur la route. L'introduction d'un modéle de faisceau lumineux

amélioré est une mesure entre autres qui est possible.
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Ein Vorschlag zu einem Systemansatz der

optimierten Abblendlichtverteilung

Zusammenfassung:

Es wurde ein Vorschlag einer Modellrechnung zur Optimierung

der Abblendlichtverteilung entworfen. Das Ziel der Arbeit war

eine allgemeine Methode zu schaffen, die es ermöglicht

abzuschätzen wie sich die Sicht verändert falls mit

Abblendlicht gefahren wird.

Der wesentlichste Gedanke des vorgeschlagenen Modells ist eine

giiltige Darstellung der geometrischen Variationen der

Ereignisse auf dem StraBennetz. Die Gesamtvariation kann als

die Summe der verschiedenen Variationsquellen analysiert

werden. Die Variation in jeder Quelle kann im Zusammenhang zu

der der anderen Quellen berechnet werden. Das ist eine

notwendige Bedingung um die effektive MaBe der Verbesserungen

der visuellen Bedingungen auf der StraBe zu wählen. Es ist auch

möglich ein verbessertes Lichtstrahlmuster einzufUhren. Eines

der möglichen MaBe ist die

Scheinwerferlichtverteilung.

I. INTRODUCTION

During darkness, artificial illumination of
the road scene is a necessary condition for

motor vehicle traffic. Road lighting is

primarily used in urban areas whereas

vehicle lighting with few exceptions is the
primary source of illumination on rural

roads. The aim of the artificial lighting
is to create safe visual conditions for the
road user. Safe visibility conditions imply

visibility distances to targets on the road

that are larger than the stopping distance

for normal speeds on the road. Unsafe visi-

bility conditions prevail in those cases

where the visibility distance is shorter

than the stopping distance. Road lighting

can create safe visual conditions for the

road user. Safe visual conditions can also

be created by vehicle lighting, mainly in

situations without opposing traffic when

high beam is used [l]. However, in situa-

tions with opposing traffic the visual

conditions in general are unsafe. This
statement is valid for driving at normal

highway speeds mainly on low beam but some-

times on high beam as well [l, 2].
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2. THE PROBLEM AND EFFORTS TO SOLVE IT

In headlighting, all situations with oppos-
ing motor vehicles can be characterized by

the need to maximize the illumination to-

wards the road and potential obstacles in
front of the vehicle and to minimize the
illumination at the eye from oncoming cars.

All low beam patterns or other meeting
beam systems can be regarded as attempts to

solve this dilemma of maximizing the illu-

mination of the target area and minimizing
the glare to opposing drivers. The working

principle of the meeting beam in fulfilling

this demand has up to now been to create a
specific beam pattern for the low beam.

Over the years there have been many discus-

sions about how a good light distribution,
or beam pattern, should look. The Europeans

have argued for a very steep gradient of
light or a sharp cut-off between the
"target area and the area of the eye

position of oncoming drivers.

The» Americans on the other hand have
argued fer a less steep gradient between
these areas. The American effort to solve
the dilemma is partly due to the qualities
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Fig.]. The light-dark

border of a correctly aimed European

low beam projected on a straight plane

road (the dotted line). The "target
area is below and the glare area

above the dotted line.

Ioca tion of the

of sealed beam headlight units while the
European effort has largely been determined

by the light distribution qualities of

units with separate bulb and reflector.

Evaluations of these low beam systems

show that none of them fulfills the visual

demands for safe driving. In spite of many

comparative studies between the two systems

it has not been possible to choose on

empirical grounds which one is the best

[3]. This statement will be elaborated on
in later sections of this paper.

Finally, it should be mentioned that

other principles for resolving the dilemma

of maximizing the illumination of the
target area and minimizing the glare to
oncoming drivers have also been tested. One

of the most promising systems is polarized

headlights, in which the light from oncom-

ing vehicles is reduced by a polarized

filter in front of the eyes of the driver

[4]. In this system there is no need to

divide the visual scene into a target area

and a glare area. This quality would have

great importance for the performance of

such a system in real traffic.

3. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE LOU BEAM, THE

VEHICLE AND THE ROAD

The characteristics of the present low beam

light distribution, with a large light

intensity directed towards the target

area" and a small light intensity directed

towards the "glare area" (Fig. l), create
opportunities for strong interactive ef-

fects between headlights, the vehicle and

the road which influence the visual con-

ditions of the drivers.

Vol.3, No.l, 1984

The light distribution of the low beam

makes correct adjustment or aiming neces-

sary to achieve. As the headlights are
mounted on the vehicle chassis the head-
light aiming is very much dependent on the

variation of the position of the chassis in

relation to the plane of the road. The
position of the chassis is very much de-
pendent on the conditions of load in which

the vehicle is used but to some degree also

dependent on vehicle speed and road incli-
nation.

Other sources of variation in headlight
aiming are inadequate precision in the
method of aiming used and low quality of
the mounting equipment used on the chassis

to keep the aiming of the headlight con-

stant over time.

On these grounds it can be stated that

there is a variation of low beam aiming

among vehicles on the road. According to

empirical studies of the visual conditions

of the driver this variation has a large

impact on visibility distance [5].

Low beam aiming is defined in relation
to a coordinate system. One plane through

the two headlights and parallel to the

plane of the surface on which the vehicle
is standing constitutes a horizontal"

reference axis. Another plane through the

headlight perpendicular to the first one

and parallel to the longitudinal axis of

the vehicle constitutes a vertical" refer-

ence axis.

The reference axes are graded in de-

grees. Accurate low beam aiming is defined

by n nimum and/or maximum light intensity

values at some points or areas in a coordi-

nate system created by the two reference

axes. Low beam misaiming is quantified in

degrees up (N down, left or r ght. It

should be noticed that this coordinate
system is defined in relation to the vehi-

cle and not in relation to the road in

front of the vehicle.

The projection of a completely straight

and flat road is usually carried out in

this coordinate system. When the direction

of the vehicle coincides with the direction

of this completely straight and flat road

the intersection between the two reference

axes will coincide at the point where the
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road reaches the horizon (Fig. l). By

specifying the width of the road, the

lateral position of the headlight on the

road and the mounting height of the head-

light above the road, the layout of the

road on 'the coordinate system is easily

done.

In addition to the variation of low beam

aiming there is another source of variation
of importance for determining the visual

condition of the driver. This source of

variation originates from the interaction

between the headlight-vehicle coordinate

system discussed above and the geometry of

the road in front of the vehicle. The

intersection between the two reference axes

in the coordinate system constitutes a

reference point towards which the vehicle

is moving in each moment. When the direc-

tion (H: the road in front of the vehicle

changes the road scene is moving in a well

defined way in relation to this reference

point. At convex curves for example on hill

crests the reference point is projected

above the road. On concave curves e.g. at

depressions of the road the reference point

is projected at the road nearer the

vehicle.

By specifying the mounting height of the

headlight above the road, the lateral posi-

tion of the headlight and the width of the

road, the coordinates of the road are

defined by specifying its curvature. The

coordinates for each point of the road, for
example a point on the right edge of the

road at a distance of lOO m in front of the

vehicle, are specified by the geometrical
properties of the road.

The coordinate system discussed above

creates possibilities for analysing the

relative importance of different sources of

variation which influence the visual condi-

tions in low beam headlights by changing

the geometrical properties of the situa-

tion. One main source of variation is due

to headlight aiming, another to variation
in road geometry by horizontal as well as

by vertical curvatures.

These sources of variation are independ-

ent but their combined effect on variation

of the low beam aiming in relation to the
road is additive by algebraic summation of
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Fig.2. The location of the reference

point (+) and the location of the light -
dark boarder of a correctly aimed

European low beam (the dotted line) in

relation to a hill crest (upper drawing)
and to a depression (lower drawing/.

their coordinate values. This means that

the interaction between the low beam and

the vehicle and the interaction between the

vehicle and the road are described in the

same context.

4. A DESCRIPTION OF THE GEOMETRICAL
VARIATION OF LON BEAM SITUATIONS HITH
ONCOMING TRAFFIC

The» most important condition for solving

the task of Optimizing the low beam light
distribution is a good description of the
natural variation of the traffic situation

in areas where the low beam is most com

monly used with opposing vehicles at night

on roads without public lighting.
A system of quantifying the variation of

significant geometrical parameters of this

situation has been discussed above. Beside

this descriptive system we need basic

information about the distribution of vari-

ation of each parameter in real traffic.
There is a lack of such basic information.

For example, with few exceptions [6],

there is no data on the distribution of low
beam aiming of vehicles in operation.

As well as a good description of the

variation irl low beam aiming, we need a

corresponding description of the variation

of the geometrical properties of the (main)
road network. The basic data for this can

CIE-Journal



be expressed in road coordinates describing

the geometry of each road. In Sweden, as in
many other countries, the main road network

has been measured and data are stored in a

special road data base which can be used

for this purpose.

For example, the variation in road geom-

etry can for every well-defined point on

the road be summarized on the vehicle-

related coordinate system as equal proba

bility curves. These curves then give the

probability of location of each such point

valid for the road network under consider

ation.

By combining the probability distribu

tions based on low beam aiming, road geom-
etry and other geometrical parameters in
the same vehicle related coordinate system,

a new distribution is created which would

be a good description of the total varia

tion of headlight aiming in relation to the
road.

Obviously, we must expect significant

differences of results depending on dif-

ferences between countries. Countries dif

fer more or less as regards composition of

their car population, maintenance and con-

trol, low beam aiming methods, road geom-

etry and so on.

The optimal low beam distribution should

be the one which creates the best visual

conditions in this population of situa-

tions. In order to find the best" we must

also discuss which percentile to base such

a decision on.

5. VARIATION OF LOU BEAH LIGHT DISTRIBUTION
ITSELF

In this systems approach to the optimiz

ation of the low beam light distribution we

have directed our attention to the signifi-

cance of the geometrical parameters espe

cially of low' beam aiming and road ge-

ometry. The significance of the variation

in the low beam headlight unit itself is

also very important. Every approved or

Optimized low beam headlight and its light

distribution can be regarded as a. refer

ence. All units of the same type in opera

tion should deviate from its reference as

little as possible. Several independent

Vol.3, No.l, 1984

series of measurements have, however, shown
large differences between headlight units
of identical type. Even the light distribu-
tion of the same low beam unit will change
considerably with exchange of filament
bulbs. Such results show the need for
research in this area. Systematic informa-
tion about the variation in traffic between
low beam units with identical approval num
bers must be collected and taken into con

sideration in work on low beam optimiz-
ation. The variation of the low beam

pattern should be analyzed and the relative
importance of all sources of variation
should be mapped.

6. THE NEED FOR A COMPUTER MODEL

The wide variation in all the geometrical

parameters characterizing the low beam

Opposing situation requires a good computer

model in order to be able to simulate the

population of situations occurring on the

road. Such a simulation is also important

as a basis for quantifying the effects on

visibility of certain actions. This could

be done in the model by changing the dis-

tribution of variation in one of the para-

meters and registering the effect on visi

bility that it will have.

The natural geometric variation creates

a great number of possible low beam meeting

situations. The probability of occurrence

of each situation on the road should be

computed by the model as the product of

probabilities for each of the parameter

values defining the situation.

A main part of the model outlined here

is a valid representation of all geometri

cal properties of the relevant traffic

situations. The variation in all geometri-
cal parameters is proposed to be expressed

and quantified in one common coordinate

system defined by the direction of motion

of the vehicle at each moment. This should

make it possible to compute the relative

importance on the road of each parameter

which has a geometrical impact.

This quality of the computer model is a
necessary condition for using the model as

an instrument for evaluation of possible

actions of improvements.
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In the sections above, low beam aiming

and road geometry have been supposed to be

the main geometrical parameters influencing

low beam visibility. By introducing other

geometrical parameters (as for example
variation hi mounting height of the head-

lights, the eye position of the driver,

lateral distance between the two headlights

of the vehicle, lateral position of 'the

vehicle on the road, variation in the

momentary direction of motion of the vehi-

cle in relation to the road and so on) it
should be possible to determine their

relative importance in relation to other

sources of geometrical variation.

The common coordinate systan will give

good descriptions of the variability of all

geometrical parameters one by one or

combined. Such descriptions of the natural

variation in each independent variable are

a prerequisite for a good understanding of

the outcome in the dependent variable. The

dependent variable is in this case the

visual condition of the driver defined as

the visibility distance to a certain type

of target standing at a certain location on

the road (see Fig. 3).

The complexity of the driving situation
makes it quite evident that laboratory
tests and field trials can only be used as
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methods for creating a realistic visual
criterion of target detection to be used in

the computer model and for checks of the

predictions (validity) of the model in some

chosen situations.

7. THE VISUAL
DETECTION

CRITERION FOR TARGET

The computer model must be able to make

good predictions of visibility distances to

the target. The relation between conditions

should be identical for calculated and real

visibility distances. On the other hand

differences in their absolute values must

be accepted as a consequence of error

variation in controlled parameters and

natural variation in variables which can

hardly be kept under strict control in
field trials.

Targets on the road are detected because

of their luminance and contrast against the

background. The luminance of the target and

its background are dependent on the illumi-

nance on these surfaces and their reflec-

tion properties (colours). The problem is

that the target is detected against an

inhomogenous luminance field. This lumi-

nance field is created by large differences

in illuminance on the road and by shadows

and semishadows caused by the target on the
road as a consequence of the geometry of

illumination and observation. Also the

relation between the target and an ap-

proaching vehicle creates a dynamic change

of the visual scene.

Systematic measurements of target lumi-
nance and contrast against the background

at the moment of detection are needed in
static as well as dynamic field trials to

establish a good visual criterion.

The influence of glare, for example from

opposing headlights, can be described as a

luminance quantity of straylight added to

the target as well as to the background. In

this way the effect of glare can be ex

pressed as a change of target luminance and

contrast against its background. The quan-

tity of straylight can be calculated from

the following empirically derived formula
from Holladay [7].
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K.E
Ls ?

where LS is the straylight luminance

(cd/mz)
K is a constant

E is the illumination (lux) from a

light source measured at the eyes

a is the angle (degrees) between

the glare surce and the direction

of vision towards the target

(l.5°<o<60°).

The formula above indicates the great

importance of the size of the angle 9 which

constitutes the main geometrical parameter

of the situation. The straylight of two or

more glare sources in combination is

calculated by the sum of their straylight

luminances (BLS). There is also some glare

caused by the luminance of the illuminated

road in front of the vehicle. This glare

can be calculated by integration and

included by addition in the expression for

the total straylight.
Differences in visual abilities between

drivers are supposed to be an important

factor in night driving. There are differ-

ences in visual abilities between age

groups, but also very large differences

among drivers of the same age. These dif-

ferences are normally established by the

use of visual ability tests. But there is

lack of knowledge about the relation

between the results received in artificial
visual test situations compared to visual

abilities measured in realistic night driv-

ing situations. Therefore field research is

also necessary in establishing the varia-

tion of visual performance in night driv-

ing. This variation should be measured for

each group of interest and should consti-

tute the basis for the choice of standard

observer (with respect to visual perform-

ance) for the night driving situation.

8. MODELS

Since the first models for the prediction

of visibility distances were made in the

fifties (e.g.[8,9]) there have been a

number of others (e.g.[l0,ll]). Each model

seems to be able to predict visibility

distances on straight flat road sections
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fairly well as an effect of beam pattern.

This fact is encouraging because it shows

that a good visual criterion for a model to
optimize the low beam pattern is not too

difficult to find. But there is up to now

only one model which calculates visibility

distances in a representative sample of

situations [l2].

The proposed model for Optimizing the

low beam pattern outlined here is not

developed with the primary effort of creat-
ing a good visual criterion for detection.
The primary effort is directed towards a

correct description of the variation char

acterizing the low beam situation on the
road. This is a necessary' condition for

using the model as an instrument for the

evaluation of different measures of im-

provements.

This means that in a model of this char

acter different detection criteria could b;

used and evaluated against empirical meas-

urements. The type of statistical or vari

ance model introduced here should be re-

garded as a complement to or an enlargement

of these models of predicting visibility

distances in well specified situations.

There are a number of other parameters

which influence the visual conditions on

the road. One of the most important ones

seems to be specular reflection of the road

surface. A large specular reflection espe-

cially (Nl wet road surfaces causes severe

glare in low beam Opposing situations. It

is therefore of primary interest to inves-

tigate the variation of specular reflection

in relation to different road surfaces and

different weather conditions. After a

better knowledge is acquired on this

matter, the specular reflection parameter,

which also has strong geometrical quali-

ties, should also be included in the model.

9. THE COMPUTER MODEL AS AN INSTRUMENT OF
EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE MEASURES

The question of optimizing the beam pattern

of the low beam ought to be evaluated in

relation to other possible measures aimed

at improving the visual conditions of
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driving at night. By using a model of

evaluation which is representative of the

events on the road network, each measure

can be evaluated in relation to all other

possible measures. Such a model could be

used as an instrument of selection of the

most effective measure in relation to their

cost benefit aspects.

One possible result of such an analysis
could be that introducing a new beam pat

tern is more or less important or effective

than to decrease the variance of one of the

sources in the situation such as the load

sensitivity of vehicles or the variation in

operation among headlights of the same

type.
Such a model can guide and influence

decisions about road. construction, head-

light, aiming control, acceptable vehicle

load sensitivity, allowed variation of beam

pattern and so on.

The model proposed and outlined in this

paper is therefore a general model for

improvements of visual conditions in low

beam driving. It could be used for optimiz-

ing the beam pattern as well as evaluating

the consequences of a change of beam pat-

tern in relation to other measures.
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